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The European Union of the Deaf Youth is a European non-profit organization whose membership
comprises of the Youth National Associations of the Deaf and Youth Sections of National
Associations of Deaf people in Europe. Established in 1987, EUDY is the only organization
representing the interests of Deaf Youth Europeans in Europe. Currently, EUDY has 32 member
organisations from 31 countries, from Iceland to Romania, and from Spain to Finland. EUDY strives
to foster the personal development of young deaf persons with a sign languages in Europe and to
further mutual understanding to advance and protect the rights of and opportunities for young deaf
Europeans.

The age for Junior camp is between 13 and 17 years old. The participants have to be 13 years old
before the first day of the Junior Camp. We also cannot accept participants who will turn 18 years
old during the camp.

“Intersectionality inside a minority”

What does intersectionality mean?

Intersectionality is the acknowledgement that everyone has their own unique experiences of
discrimination and oppression and we must consider everything and anything that can marginalise
people – gender, race, class, sexual orientation, physical ability, etc (Womankind Worldwide, 2019). 

As Deaf people, we experienced discrimination and oppression from the hearing community, but
being Deaf is not the only reason to why we experienced discrimination. Actually, there are other
various multiple discriminations e.g. due to genders, ethnicity, classes, religions, sexual orientations,
etc. in the Deaf community.

For this reason, we are taking this issue to camp. The camp aims to analyze and illustrate the
interaction of different positions of social inequality. 

EKNO
The Estonian Deaf Youth Organisation (EKNO) was established in 2005. EKNO represents people
with hearing impairments. The organisation defends their interests and organises various events
and training courses. EKNO develops young people's knowledge and broadens their horizons.
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd24deett72FI0Wbna02Jf28twkXHxBSgmwOEGOhYCVIcZ7JQ/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScLIQGy_tOWQ7lYlJzKu-mGh_rdkkRGGI8wuO_88OKmL2Bgxg/viewform
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